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ABSTRACT
Helping a child attain his full psycholog,, ,1

potential consists of providing him with opportunities to --arn in
both natural and instructional settings. Learning is defined in the
psychological literature either as a hypothetical mental ability or
as a relationship between repeated stimulation and changes in
performance.. Both definitions are rejected.. There are two
implications of this analysis for children with problems in
self-care, language, school subject, and social behavior.. First, it
is more fruitful to refer to these children as children with specific
problems than with learning disorders.. Second, it suggests that
findings from the experimental literature can readily be applied to
helping the teacher help the child. (CK)
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Helping Children Dovolop Thoir Full Pot ntial

Sidney V. Bijou

Univorsity of Illinois at Urbava-Champaign

v)ovoloping tho full potontial of children, and hence of mcmhind, is

tho ob,joctivo of educational instruction and it makes littlo or no differ-

ence whothor the setting is tho home, the neighborhood, or the school.

The ossence of educational instruction consists of (1) dotormining what

r. child should loam, and (2) holping him learn it. In the home, in-

structional goals typically cantor on self -carp, simplo forms of social

and 'moral dovolopmont, and basic cognitive behaviors; and in the neigi.bor-

hood, the omphasis is on social, rocroational, and athletic abilities and

knowledge. In both thoso situations, the objectives of toachilg aro

slmost "unconscious", i.e., thoy aro "natural" to the practices of the

family or the noighborhood group. In tho school, the goals of instruction,

generally formclized as curricula, focus on the verbal forms of know:.odge

and abilities which will presumably be serviceable to the child sometime

14) in the futuro. The offoctivonoss of parents, pours, and toachors as

instructors doponds on their motivation and teaching know-how- Unortu-

natoly, tho teaching skills of most people, whother thoso skills 1ve

ovolvod through personal oxporionce, formal school training, or a combi-
cf.)
L
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nation of both, arc loss than optimal bocauso they aro based on outmoded

concepts of man and Cle way his behavior is modifioC, is other roreia,

Lbcro is a lag betwoon what wo, as a calturo, know about tho principles

of learning and what we practice. For oxamplo, mcny toocners tope. ou

tho assumption that ropotition (roto drill) leads to learning; Cu.



more repetition, the better the learning.

This paper presents an analysis of the human learning process as it

is !mown through resorrch at present. It also presents some of the

implications of this analysis for helping normal and deviant children

approach their full psychological potential.

Learning and the Concept of

Strengthening Now Relationships

During the past 50 years, psychologists have devoted more of their

efforts to the study of learning than to any of tho other concepts in

their field, such as perception, intelligence, or motivation. But a

student interostod in specializing in learning is frequently confused by

reports of contradictory findings and discussions of seemingly conflicting

theoretical issues. One source of perplexity to a neophyte is the fact

that learning in the technical literature is defined in two very differ-

ent ways and the signals indicating which definition an author is usin;

Pro not always clearly stated. That is to say, some psychologists roger

to learning as a hypothetical mental process; others, as an empirical

relationship. Lot us elaborate.

Mon learning is conceived of as a hypothetical mental process, the

writer usually distinguishes between learning and performance. Accord-

ing to this view, learning is a hypothetical state or process in the

individual which results from certain kinds of experiences, On the

other hand, performance, or better, change in performance, is the observ-

tibia result el this hypothetical internal process. Chan,e in porformunce

may be manifested during or immediately after a learning experience, but

there are situations in which tho change) in perforiwnce is apparent only
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on somo futmro occasion. Hence, learning as a hypottatical state or

process may be latent; it may have occurred but may not bo manifested

until the proper circumstance arises. Thus an individual may bo brows-

ing through a sot of picturos and on questioning might reveal that he

remembered almost nothing about tho contorts of the pictures. However,

if after browsing through the pictures ho wore told to look at the pic-

tures again and memorize thoir contents, he would probably perform this

task more rapidly than another person who had not had the opportunity to

peruse the pictures beforehand. FUrthermoro, according to this view,

matorial learned latently may interact with other hypothetical mental

states and processes, such as cognitive structures or emotional dis-

positions, and the resulting performance may rofloct a synthesis of

those interactions. Consequently, the same learning experience may not

necessarily produce the same change in porformanco on some future occasion.

The objections to conceptualizing learning as a hypothetical state

or procoss are twofold: (1) It makes learning a mysterious procoss,

something that takes place in a non-observable roalm such as the mind,

and (2) it disposes investigators to ignore the study of the observable

conditions that determine changes in behavior at the time they occur.

The other meaning of learning, the empirical definition, rotors to

the relationship between successive stimulations and progressive changes

in observable behavior, (The meaning of "observable changos in behavior"

in this definition is precisely that of "changos in performance" in the

hypothetical definition of learning.) For example, tho succossivo stimu-

lations in a learning situation might consist of sorially (1) oxposing a

child to a picture of an ocolot and (2) prompting him to say the animal's
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name; and the progressive changes in observable behavior leght be the

nnloor of times (trials) the child takes to say "ocelot" without the

aid of prompts. There is an objection to this definition also, although

it 4.3 not discernible in the ebove example. The difficulty becomes

apparent when one attempts to generalize or apply it diversely. For

exanalle, it is well !mown that :,,ractice (5.g., in playing tennis) under

certain circumstances (e.g., extreme fatigue) will deteriorate perform-

ance rather than improve it. The old adage, "Practice makes perfect"

should be revised to ree, "Under proper setting conditions, practice

makes perfect." It is abundantly clear that there are many circumstances

in which successive stimulations or exercise produce regression rather

than progression in behavior.

If we modify slightly the empirical definition of learning, we can

transform it into a concept that would be sound and useful for both

tL.eoretical and practical purposes. All that is necessary Is that we

define learning as the observable relationships between environmental

circumstances, and behavior that strengthen new behavior, linguistic,

social, motoric, cognttive, and emotional. Learning defined this way -

as a description of the conditions under which now behavior develol:s -

is congruent with findings from the extensive literature on the experi-

mental analysis of animal and human behavior and in so doing places us

in a position to reap the tonefits of a rich harvest of findings bearing

on the role of (1) antece6ent stimletion (t l..) task to be learaed), CO

response consequenl.es :Vile events following correct and incorrect re-

sponses), and (1) setting conditions (the context in the teaching

situation). Among other things, application of this knowledge to the



psychological davolopment of children can help us understiold how a child

learns under tao !Mural circumstances of everyday living or without tho

aid of a teacher, And hot, ho learns under the conditions of in instruct-

ional setting,

04tinvtorill Analysis of Instruction,

Nczns! and Remedial

Ile have s loo Way to go boforo we can be assured that knowledge

from the research id:bomb:37y is being vigorously and appropriately applied

to the educstiona), advantage of children. The distance is measured in

the time required or society t, relinquish the concept of teaching as

an intuitive art atO replace it with leaching as an artfully applied be-

havioral tochnolop, It is dttfiult to estimate the number of years

that this transition will require for it will depend on the teaching

effectiveness of Oehaviorrl scientists, applied behavioral scientists,

ani most part/el:W.1y, profossional educators. Theirs is not an easy

task considering that they will be advocating not only new teachim

techniques, but alfto e concept of the developing child which is in

harmony with 2 00,Wttfit analysis of human hchavtor end development

& Baer, U;61.), Once society accepts modern kerning (behaviora

pAncioles as fo-40Q9tional for all hinds of instruction, a teacher or

any individual 8 tescher's role will stop trying to teach by "impart-

ing hnowlodge": of by lcommanicating ideas" to the child, Ho will in-

stead devote his ;I:Imsniattc interents and his creative energies to engi-

neering the tolchkc situaties to fscilitate learning no matter whothor

a child is claaalPoil as accelerated, normal, retarded, or otherwise de-

viant, or whether ho to in r tutorial or group situation.
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At present, the general cultural view is that anyone can teach, beat

only a few can teach well and these "gifted" teacharr are characterized

by their dedication, patience, enthusiasm, etc. Therefore, if one wishes

to b: a competent teacher, he is advised to read what people (almost

anyone, but especially journalists, philosophers, educators, and teachers)

are writing about competent ten-diers and to seek occasions to observe

experienced teachers in action. The probability is not high that this

kind of preparation will produce 'many first-rate teachers because it

does not go far enough. It does not give the student opportunities tc

change conditions and to obseva whether such changes enable his pupil

to learn.

The view that teaching is an artfully applied behavioral technology

also posits that anyone can each and that some can teach better than

others. But the competency of a teacher is judged by how well he or she;;

knows and applies behavior principles to help a pupil make progress

toward goals stated in behavioral terms. Teaching here is defined as

the management of cOndi.tions in the environment to expedite learning

(Skinner, 196C), Thc teacher, with or without being aware of the steps

she is teArg or her rnssons for taking them, arranges all the "things"

at her disposal (e,r.., educational materials, teaching procedures, and

so "ial settings) to sot the stage 2cr learning. Ills moans in reality

that she knows (Y) how to :lizinate behavior that competes with the task

to be learned, 04,2 -.710 ignores or reprimands a child's disruptive be-

havior or emotiensl ouburas depending oo her evaluation of their

significance to the learning Us:- at home; (2) how to respond to a child's

efforts (responses to learning tas:x) In way: thst are meaningful



(fuuctLonal) for eacn chile; (3) how to sequence programs in so :f -care,

ae:,Idemic, social, emotional, and recreational subjects so that I child

can start et the level of his behavior repertory (competerce) aad make

grog Bess at a reasonable rate (Hager, 1063); (4) how to use procedures

tnat attenuate incorrect answers and disru7tive socisl b:+pviors; (5) how

to buillservizeoble study bch:Aors, ice., she strengthens better study

behavioia and attitudes so that they become part of a child's way of deal-

ing with future learnin;. acsipnments Mager, 1960; and (6) how t& keep

detailed progress records.

Peeping records (e.g., pus per of correct responses, units of work

cmploted, number of errors) is crucicl not because it provides the

teacher with information for grading a child but because it provides

her with the best guide for evaluating the effect/veneer of the in-

strnctional prasrams she has prescribed. In the behavioral approach, a

cardincl assumption is that learning, or progressive changes in a child's

behavior, occurs because of changes in the learn-lag situation. The

significance of this hypothesis for effective teaching is this; jen a

child is progressing at a reasonable rate, t:13 situation, consisting of

the programmed materials, prompting procedures, response contingencies,

and setting condttLons. is ndo4nate for him; when a child is not pro-

gressing at a reasonable rate, the situation is not adequate for him am

an evaluation and change az.) indicated.

The behaviora'. antly2s instrnction his beoll applied to a variety

of oroblems ets:7:oed development (Bijou, in pr:ss), psychotic

behavior of children (Lovsas, 1071), speech and language (Sloane

MacilWay, 1C6C), pro-iellnqulnt behavior (Phillips, Phillips, ixson, &



Wolf, 1972), and delinquent behavior (Cohan, 19:2), Moreover, it has

been used in a variety of settings including the home (Hawizins, Peterson,

Schweid, & Bijou; 19(36), day -care centers (Doke & Risley, 1972; and Gowirtz,

1971), nursery schools (Barris, & Baer, 1994), elementary Ev!hool

classrooms (D"Leary & Drabman, 1971), special classrooms (Bijou, in prezr,

and Quay, Worry, & McQueen, 1966), and institutions (2ohen, 1972, and

Thompson & Grabowski, 1972),

Learning Disorders and Disabilities

A recent trend in special education is to designate non-retarded

law-achieving children as chilAren with a learning disorder or disability,.

Previously these same Linds of child::en wore described as retarded in

school achievement, such as reading, arithmetic, spelling, or writing.

This change in terminology is a dubious advance because, from a remedial

treatment poim of view, the more specific the indication of a child's

school problem, the better. Treatment by its nature must deal with

specific forms and functions of behavior and not with general mental

conditions. To be effective, remediation must increase a child's shills

in the academic subjects which are his problem. It must build new be-

haviors and motivations. It will not and cannot improve a pathological

learning faculty. "Learning disability" suggests that there is something

generally wrong v!ith a- child, like e low blood count, or it suggests

that a chill is hiving diMculty with school won': because his learning

faculty is diseltlere4 o- his loarninc; ability is disabled. The cogdept

of learning or ,:isability rLich is based on the definitical 12

learning as e hypothetical construct discussed previously is not a dis-

order, in tho same sense as rlat of a stomach disorder, with changes in



physiology and possibly pains* and discomfort in the region of the

stomach; and a learning disability is not a disability in the same sense

as that of a writing disability in which a person cannot write letters

and TA-ambers.

Our discussion of tho usefulness of the term learning disorder and

disability raises questions abort the nature of diagnosis in the realm

of behavioral problems. Let us examine some of the issues involved.

Diagnosis in psychology and education generally refers to the use of

psychometric, medical, educational, and clinical techniques to obtain

data in order to place a child tn one or several classification cate-

gories, e.g., psychiatric (autistic), zitelligoaco (borderline), or

educational patontial (trainable). This concept of diagnosis is useful

to school administrators, legislators, judges, and other public officials

because it can be used to appeal for funds for children who need special

personnel, facilities, and materials. It is not useful to those whose

responsibility it is to plan and carry out offoctivo treatment programs

bocausc in actuality there is not a specific treatment program for chil-

dren in each ca:: the diagnostic categories. Although there is considerable

discussion in the litoraturosabout treatment programs for the autistic,

the brain-injured, and the socio-economically deprived, the remedial

programa proposed for children in one category are not necessarily contra-

indicated for childron in other aatogoaies. For example, a program de-

veloped for clinically inferred, brain-damaged children can bo used

profitably, sue cor:Atnly wft!tout detrimental effects, on hyperactive

children not diagaosod as bre:Al-damaged. Furthermore, most special

teachers and therapists aro not acquainted with the programs in the
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literature designed for presumably specific categories of deviant chil-

dren and those who are aware of some of these programs find that in

most instancos they cannot put them into operation under existing school

cond.ttions because of the lac!: of adequate facilities, equipment, and

trained porsonnel.

Diagnosis, from tho point of view of behavioral analysis, is a

double -edged sword. It consists of classifying a child in one or more

of the categories noted above, and of assessing a child's behavioral

repertories (behavioral assets) which are relevant to the development

of new behavior and the modification of problem behavior. Detailed

information about a child's relevant repertories in specific objective

behavioral torms is the basis for planning first-approximation, tailor-

made instructional programs. llith that hind of data, the teacher can

proceed with instruction as outlined on pages 5, 0, and 7.

Summary

Helping a ' child attain his full psychological potential, no matter

whether he is normal or deviant in development, consists of providing

him with opportunities to learn in both natural and instructional

settings. In both sitnationa he must engage in activities that produce

consequences (i.e., that change the eivironment in some way) because

such consequences change his behavior in some way. An understanding of

the conditions that chengo behavior in progressive ways (i.e.,,of the

learning process:) 1-411 aid those who aspire to help a child attrin his

full potontiel.

Learning is defined in the psychological litortture either as a

hypothetical mental sOility or as a relationship botwoen repeated



stimulation and changes in performance, Both definitions pre rejected:

the first because it males learning a non-observable phenomenon; the

second because it lac!s generality. These difficulties are avoided if

learning is conceptualized as the strengthening (conditioning) of new

relationships between an individual's behavior and environmental events.

From this point of view, a teather hnows and manages s:Allfully all of

the known conditions that have been demonstrated to affect behavior

change: the context of learning, and the programming of stimuli which

precede and follow the behavior being modified,

There are two implications of this analysis for children with prob-

lens in self -core, language, school suejects, and social behavior. First,

it is more fruitful to refer to these children as children with specific

problems rather than with learning disorders or disabilities because the

teacher can the& concentrate on the child's specific shortcoming sug-

gested by the designation rather than trying to do something about a

pathologictl hypnthetical mental state. Second. it suggests that fiudings

from the experimental literature, in terms of the concepts and principles

of learning, can readily be applied to helping the teacher help the child,

a fact which is being demonstrated in the growing literature on program-

ming instractioncl tutorials, manning response contingencies, end

settint; faw'realc- conditions I.:A. :.earning.
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